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   FINAL PROGRAM  
This program is correct at time of writing but may be subject to change 

 
 

 

                    DAY ONE: Tuesday 16th June 2020 
 

 
8:45-

8:50am 

MASTERCLASS 1 
CHAIR: Jeremy Bradshaw, Founder & Publisher, F&P 

MASTERCLASS 2 
CHAIR: Clare Joyce, Editor-in-Chief, F&P 

Welcome & Introduction to 
Masterclass 

 

Welcome & Introduction to 
Masterclass 

 

 
8:50 – 
10am 

 

SESSION 1A.1 
How to invest for a digital  

fundraising future 
 

SHONI FIELD, Chief Development Officer, 
BCSPCA, Canada // CHARLY JARRETT, Senior 
Officer, Digital & Direct Response, BCSPCA, Canada  

 

As charities and nonprofits continue to transition to 
a more digitally-oriented future, it is critical to invest 
now to build your digital fundraising capability. 

Where is digital positioned in your organisation and 
how far does it need to travel to reach its potential? 
How do you structure digital teams? What 
leadership is required from digital staff right up to 
senior management? How do you invest in strategy, 
innovation and technical capacity? 

Using case studies from a range of organisations, 
including the British Columbia Society for Cruelty to 
Animals (BCSPCA), you will learn where on the 
digital maturity spectrum your organisation falls; 
how to identify where you need to invest in 
innovation, people and technology and how to 
position digital fundraising within your organisation 
for maximum impact. 

The presenters have driven significant digital 
fundraising growth at BCSPCA. According to M+R 
Benchmarks, an annual North American digital 
benchmarking program, BCSPCA has grown digital 
fundraising to 18% above the benchmark over a 
five-year period. Nearly one quarter of all 
fundraising income and 60% of all new donors are 
now coming in online. 

If your organisation is not taking digital seriously or 
is committed to building digital capability but 
unsure how, this masterclass will help you develop 
a roadmap to a successful digital fundraising future. 

SESSION 1B.1  
How to acquire donors online 

 

LUKE EDWARDS, Director, Elevate Fundraising 
and Co-founder, Great Cycle Challenge 

 

In this masterclass, Luke Edwards, one of 
Australia’s leading digital fundraising experts, will 
share strategies, tips, tactics and results as well as 
a diverse range of case studies. You will learn how 
to: 

• acquire leads, single gift donors and regular 
givers online 

• create an online acquisition campaign and the 
key elements for success 

• forecast, budget and plan your digital spend 
• leverage the power of the people and increase 

social referrals 
• engage prospects to increase conversion and 

deepen the connection with your cause 
• build an effective landing page that converts 

interest to donations (on a small budget) 
• use the key digital channels such as Facebook, 

email, web and more 
• tips and techniques to optimise your activity and 

improve ROI 

One of Australia’s most popular teachers and 
presenters, Luke will leave you buzzing with ideas 
you can take back and implement in your 
organisation, whether large or small. 

 Mini screen break 
10:10 -

11:05am 
SESSION 1A.2 

Masterclass continued 
SESSION 1B.2 

Masterclass continued 
 Mini screen break 

11:15am – 
12:40pm 

SESSION 1A.3 
Masterclass continued  

SESSION 1B.3 
Masterclass continued  

12:40 – 
1.00pm 

Break for Lunch 

1:00 – 
1:05pm 

 SESSION 2 
CHAIR: Jeremy Bradshaw, Founder & Publisher, F&P 

Welcome & opening remarks 
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1:05 - 
1:55pm 

 

How is coronavirus impacting fundraising and how are fundraisers combating 
the challenges and innovating? 

 

FACILITATOR: CARRIE FLETCHER, Digital Account Director, Donor Republic  
PANELLISTS: LUKE EDWARDS, Director, Elevate Fundraising// BRETT MACDONALD, Executive 

Director, Chil Fundraising// JEREMY HORN, Principal, Clarety //KIRSTY GRAHAM, Head of 
Development, Flat Earth Direct // TOM MITCHELL-TAVENER, CEO, Opinionate  

 

The coronavirus has turned everything upside down with major consequences for fundraising 
organisations. Come and hear what the impacts have been for fundraising, and what are charities doing to 
adapt, survive and thrive in the new post-coronavirus world. 

Our expert panellists have several decades’ experience and will share insights on a range of fundraising 
methods, strategy and tactics. Which organisations have been able to change quickly and how was 
change implemented? Who has innovated and how? What silver linings have come out of the crisis? Will 
things just return to normal in 2021, or will there be long-lasting effects? 

 

 

 
2:00 – 

2:55pm 
 

   SESSION 3  
   Digital transformation: Red Cross aims for 50%   

   fundraising revenue from digital channels 
 

  BELINDA DIMOVSKI, Engagement and Support Director, Australian Red Cross 
 

In 2017 Australian Red Cross made a commitment to improve its fundraising ROI, radically alter the make-
up of its revenue sources and aim for 50% of fundraising from digital channels by 2022. 

For an organisation as traditional, complex and large as Red Cross, this was a big, hairy, audacious goal. 
Hear how a wave of transformation was unleashed including breaking down silos, starting up a digital 
products team and introducing ‘agile practices’ to help create five new digital fundraising products. 

Results and learnings will be shared and Belinda will deep dive into Real Good Gifts (an online gift 
catalogue) – from strategy, to concept, to design and development, from launch through to lifecycle 
management, with sufficient detail that others can implement the concept in their organisations. 

This session sponsored by 

 

3:00 – 
3:55pm 

 

                                                                     SESSION 4   
Make your supporters love you and win them for life with AI SMS 

 

LUKE BRIDGES, Founder & CEO, Conversr  
LISA MASTORAS, Head of Community Fundraising, National Breast Cancer Foundation 

 

We all know that SMS is a great way to reach customers and donors. However, it’s often used to ‘blast out’ 
messages and offers in a simplistic way. 

What if, instead of using it to sell, we began to leverage the channel with the objective of developing 1 to 
1 relationships on scale, so as to influence behaviour and drive desired outcomes. 

In this session you will learn how combining artificial intelligence (AI) with SMS is one of the emerging and 
exciting ways that organisations can nurture relationships, deliver frictionless supporter experiences, and 
fuel your bottom line. 

National Breast Cancer Foundation used AI SMS for its community fundraising event ‘Go Pink’ with great 
success and results and learnings will be shared. 

 
4:00 – 

4:55pm 
 

SESSION 5 
IWITOT (I wish I’d thought of that!) 

FACILITATOR: JONATHON GRAPSAS, Founder & CEO, flat earth direct 
 

    PRESENTERS:  CLARE BAXTER, Individual Giving Manager, Kidney Health Australia // JARROD 
MATCHETT, Head of Individual Giving, Cerebral Palsy Alliance //  MARIE QUIRKE, General Manager, Royal 
Flying Doctor Service Victoria //  ELIZABETH DORIZAC, Senior Manager-Individual Giving, Heart 
Foundation //  SARA MANSFIELD, Head of Fundraising & Communications, Save the Bilby 

 

Keen to know what’s great in digital? Want to know what’s getting your peers excited? This is a fast-paced 
dynamic session where 5 speakers deliver short, sharp mini-presentations on examples of digital 
fundraising and marketing that have got their brains buzzing and synapses sparking. 

This is a session where the speakers showcase the work of other nonprofits. It’s stuff they’ve seen in the 
market and were impressed by. In other words, it’s digital work they wish they’d dreamed up. ‘I wish I’d 
thought of that’ is a sofii concept (Showcase of Fundraising Innovation and Inspiration). 

This session sponsored by 

 
4:55pm Day’s closing comments 
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       DAY TWO: Wednesday 17th June 2020 
 

 
 

8:45 – 
9:51pm 

 

SESSION 6.1 
CHAIR: Clare Joyce, Editor-in-Chief, F&P 

  Testing is a lifestyle 
 

 SHONI FIELD, Chief Development Officer, British Columbia Society  
for the Protection of Cruelty to Animals, Canada 

 

Google, Facebook and Amazon are running thousands of tests a day to constantly improve customer 
experience and, as a result, financial outcomes. Charities taking a similar approach can see a massive 
impact on digital fundraising. 

However, with limited resources, many nonprofits default to out-of-the-box templates or set-and-forget 
approaches. At best, this is limiting your potential. At worst it is alienating your audiences whose customer 
experience expectations are being set by commercial organisations. 

You will learn how to build a program of annual testing strategies and an iterative data-based decision 
making and implementation process. With case studies including donor forms, landing pages and email 
marketing, you will learn how this approach can drive growth, and increase donations, retention and 
average gifts. 

This session sponsored by 

 

9:57 – 
10:25am 

 

SESSION 6.2 
CHAIR: Jeremy Bradshaw, Founder & Publisher, F&P 

 

Pitch Fest 
 

ANDREW SABATINO, Co-founder & Director, Donor Republic // BRETT MACDONALD, Executive 
Director, CHIL Fundraising // JESSICA HOLLINSHEAD, Director Australia & NZ, Engaging Networks // 

TOM MITCHELL-TAVENER, CEO, Opinionate 
 

Four short, sharp presentations from our sponsors 

 Mini screen break 

 
10:35 – 

11:20am 
 
 

SESSION 7A SESSION 7B 
CHAIR: Judy Turner, Conference Curator, F&P 

 

David & Goliath: How Save the Bilby 
Fund took on Cadbury 

 

SARA MANSFIELD, Head of Fundraising & 
Communications, Save the Bilby Fund 

 

For years, Australians thought they were helping to 
save one of our favourite little critters by purchasing 
a chocolate bilby, until it emerged that very little of 
the profits actually went to bilby breeding. 

When Cadbury took their bilbies off the shelves in 
2018, Save the Bilby Fund appealed to the public to 
put pressure on Cadbury to restore the bilbies. 
Digital promotion of an online petition was wildly 
successful and helped the organisation acquire 
thousands of new one-time supporters and 
hundreds of regular givers. 

Hear how this tiny charity punched above its weight 
with digital fundraising and how this is having a 
longer-term impact, such as a record tax appeal in 
2019. 

 

CHAIR: Clare Joyce, Editor-in-Chief, F&P 
 

Ronald McDonald House Charities 
ditch mail for digital with  

surprising results 
 

 

ARANI DUGGAN, Head of Marketing and Fundraising, 
RMHC GWS // ASHLEY SOUTHWELL, Fundraising 

Manager, RMHC GWS  
 
 

Daring to walk away from direct mail in 2019, Ronald 
McDonald House Charities (RMHC) Greater 
Western Sydney, turned its tax and Christmas 
appeals over to a 100% digital campaign. 

The tax appeal focused on the story of Molly, a 13-
year-old recent resident who wanted to ‘pay it 
forward’ by helping RMHC with its fundraising 
efforts. 

This is an excellent case study of how a small 
charity used a clever digital marketing strategy, 
matched giving, and the power of social media to 
achieve a fundraising result far beyond 
expectations. 

In fact, fundraising increased from $3,000 to 
$143,000 in one year, including the recruitment of 

almost 900 regular givers. 
This session sponsored by 

 

 Mini screen break 

11:30am 
– 

12:15pm 
 

SESSION 8  
CHAIR: Judy Turner, Conference Curator, F&P 

 

How to get your two-step program off the ground and keep it airborne 
 

ANDREW MARTIN, Co-founder & Lead Strategist, The Fundraising Agency  
KAREN SHIELDS, Director of Individual Giving, Great Barrier Reef Foundation 
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Come and learn a tested blueprint to execute successful two-step digital acquisition and regular giving 
conversion programs. 

The method starts with the audience and motivations, delivers rapid insights on multiple levels, across 
proposition, lead mechanism and creative execution. It moves seamlessly from test phase to pilot and 
optimisation, thereby creating a foundation for the sustained acquisition of new donors and a donor-
centric onboarding and retention journey. 

Case studies from local and international organisations will be shared, including a highly successful pilot 
program with the Great Barrier Reef Foundation. 
Whether prepping for take-off or seeking a new cruising altitude, this session will provide you with an 
effective flight plan for your two-step program. 

12:20 – 
1:05pm 

 

SESSION 9A  
CHAIR: Judy Turner, Conference Curator, F&P 

 

The power of video for  
digital fundraising 

 

NICOLA LONG, DTV Australia and New Zealand 
 

Whether you’re a business or a nonprofit, the use of 
video on the internet to engage and acquire donors 
and customers has been a strong trend in recent 
years. In this session you will learn how to use video 
for a variety of fundraising propositions such as 
regular giving, prospecting, campaigning, lotteries 
and gifts-in-wills. 

You will leave this session knowing the key 
ingredients to create an engaging video that 
attracts interest, how and where to promote video 
and the digital pathway to convert interest into 
donations. 

A host of case studies from leading local and 
international charities will be featured so you can 
see how others are succeeding with video to 
engage and acquire donors and regular givers. 

 

SESSION 9B 
CHAIR: Clare Joyce, Editor-in-Chief, F&P 

 

Beyond last touch attribution: how to 
use multi-touch attribution to 

optimise digital marketing 
 

STEPHEN ELLIS, Managing Director, Origame  
 

Charities invest significant money in digital media, 
however it’s often difficult to know how it’s 
performing. There’s an over reliance on ‘last touch 
attribution’, making it hard to make informed 
decisions about how and where to invest a limited 
marketing budget. 

This session will introduce and explain ‘multi-touch 
attribution’ and share a case study examining 
how World Vision US developed foundational 
capability and used it to improve fundraising 
performance. 

You’ll gain a better understanding of multi-channel 
attribution, what’s possible right now, what you can 
do tomorrow to get a clearer picture of how digital 
media is performing for you and how to optimise it. 

1:05 – 
1:25pm Break for lunch 

 
1:25 – 

1:55pm 
 

CHAIR: Jeremy Bradshaw, Founder & Publisher, F&P 

                     SESSION 10.1 - Sponsor presentation 1 
                      Using PURLs to drive better EDM results 

 

                            ANDREW SABATINO, Co-Founder & Director, Donor Republic 

 

 

 

1:55 – 
2:25pm 

 

                          SESSION 10.2 - Sponsor presentation 2 
                           How to Rock Your Virtual Event  

                                 LUKE EDWARDS, Director, Elevate Fundraising  

 
2:30 – 
3:15pm 

 

CHAIR: Judy Turner, Conference Curator, F&P CHAIR: Clare Joyce, Editor-in-Chief, F&P 

SESSION 11A 
Meet Google Tag Manager – your new 

best friend 
 

TOM MUSETH, Digital Marketing Manager, Royal 
Institute for Deaf & Blind Children 

If you’re not using Google Tag Manager (GTM) your 
digital strategy is missing vital user journey data and 
your fundraising is being compromised. 

Tom Museth will explain how GTM has made 
tagging your website, studying interactivity and 
setting up meaningful goals and conversions easier 
for digital marketers, by removing the need for 
coding experience. GTM will stop you shooting in 
the dark, allow you to focus on making meaningful 
conversions and ultimately increase your revenue. 

You will learn how to: set up a universal tag to 
replace the Google Analytics tag; enhance your 
reporting and streamline your goals using tags, 
triggers and variables; set up funnels 
from Facebook, Google Ads, PageSense, LinkedIn, 
and an ever-expanding suite of platforms. 

 

SESSION 11B 
Integrating digital channels with your 

appeals – online lessons from COVID-19 
 

JONATHON GRAPSAS, Founder & Director, 
 flat earth direct 

This session is sponsored by 

 
This session was originally planned to look at the 
role of digital channels within the broader context 
of cash appeals. However, given the current COVID-
19 pandemic, we’ve shifted focus to look at: 

• How organisations responded online with 
emergency cash appeals – with urgency, nimbly 
and successfully 

• The impact that emergency appeals had on 
subsequent tax appeals (and where in some 
circumstances they became one in the same appeal) 

• What digital tools charities used successfully 
during the COVID-19 crisis including Facebook 
Live, virtual events, personalisation and SMS 

• How did emergency appeals in a pandemic differ 
from traditional digital appeals? 
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• Did COVID-19 appeals help unearth new donors 
online? 

We’ll take a peek at appeals from large and small 
organisations, from those raising a few thousand to 
those generating hundreds of thousands. 

 Mini screen break 

3:25 – 
4:10pm 

 

SESSION 12A 
Remarketing – the unsung hero of 

digital fundraising 
 

MAMTA BHATT, Digital Consultant, Parachute 
Digital 

Remarketing – feeding potential supporters 
information and advertisements based on actions 
they have previously taken on the web – is so 
obvious, it’s often overlooked by charities. 

You will learn tested tips and tactics to improve 
lead conversion, reduce cost per acquisition and 
achieve a better ROI on your advertising spend. 
Data from a variety of campaigns and projects will 
help highlight where you can have wins with your 
remarketing programs. 

Whether you’re new to remarketing or have been 
using this technique for some time, this session will 
give you the tools and insights to execute highly 
effective campaigns that generate leads and 
convert them into supporters, donors or event 
participants. 

This session sponsored by 

 

SESSION 12B 
Turn your website into a 

 fundraising website 
 

JASON RUFFELL-SMITH, Head of Growth, Marlin 
 
As 40% of Australians opted to donate online in 
2019, you could be missing out on important 
income opportunities if your website isn’t 
effectively set up to encourage and facilitate 
donations. But if you’re not a technical person, how 
do you plan on transforming your existing website 
to be a powerful fundraising force for your 
organisation? 

Learn best practice in scoping a fundraising website: 
what to do, what not to do and how to track and 
visualise your website fundraising efforts. Jason 
Ruffell Smith will use a range of nonprofit case 
studies from campaign landing pages to brand new 
fundraising-focused websites to illustrate what you 
can do to maximise donations and support through 
your website. 

This session sponsored by 

 
 

4:15 – 
5:15pm 

 

SESSION 13 – Closing Plenary Session 
CHAIR: Judy Turner, Conference Curator, F&P 

 

Learning from e-commerce, more than a revenue stream 
 

CHARLY JARRETT, Senior Officer Digital and Direct Response, British Columbia Society  
for the Protection of Cruelty to Animals, Canada 

In the era of ‘merch’, strong consumer demand for wearables that help define and express our personal 
identity has been amplified by digital promotion and e-commerce. 

However, despite the growth of e-commerce, few nonprofits are following consumer demand and even 
fewer are doing it well. Not only can engaging branded merchandise provide a growing revenue stream, 
it can also turn donors into billboards and advocates. 

From creating brand ambassadors to learning from gold standard checkout processes, you will discover 
what nonprofits should be learning from e-commerce, including: how to create clothing and merchandise 
that your supporters actually want through crowdsourcing, testing and execution; what tools are available 
to integrate e-commerce effectively and, how to use e-commerce within your stewardship plan to extend 
the donor lifecycle and brand loyalty. 

5:15 – 
5:20pm Closing Remarks 

 
                   Silver Sponsor 

 
 

Bronze Sponsor 

 
 

Other Sponsors 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 




